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Indian regulators 
face legal challenge 
in probe over 
prescient messages
MUMBAI: A series of raids by India’s market regulator, investi-
gating whether corporate announcements were prematurely
leaked by market participants in social media chatrooms, were
the largest it has conducted. But despite the scale of the action,
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) will likely
face several tough legal challenges in any prosecutions,
according to four lawyers, including two former officials of the
regulator.

Dozens of SEBI officials raided offices and homes of bro-
kers on Dec 22, seizing mobile phones and laptops, one regula-
tory source told Reuters. As many as 30 brokers were targeted
in the action, according to local media. SEBI has broad search-
and-seizure powers that enable it to seize “books, registers,
other documents” and records of anyone associated with secu-
rities markets, according to the regulations laid out in the offi-
cial act that governs the regulator’s activity.

Those powers would likely allow the regulator to withstand
in court any challenge to the seizure of electronic gadgets, the
lawyers interviewed by Reuters said. But whether SEBI has
legal rights to get into individual social media accounts does
not appear to have been established, the lawyers said. They
said they were not aware of any explicit law that gives SEBI
power to access social media accounts or compel users to pro-
vide passwords.

That would mean that the regulator would have to make a
case that such accounts should be considered “books, registers,
other documents” and records, they said. SEBI did not respond
to emailed requests for comment. A senior official at SEBI
expressed confidence that the regulator would be able to suc-
cessfully prosecute any cases that came out of the investigation.

“We have enough powers to proceed,” the official, who
requested anonymity because he was not allowed to speak
with media, told Reuters. SEBI was “testing if the powers
given to us can stand the scrutiny of law. If not, we will again
ask for amendment to the regulations and laws. We will
strengthen it.” —Reuters

Rumors had persisted for years at tech news websites 

Apple sorry for slowing iPhones, 
offers new batteries at discount

SAN FRANCISCO: Apple on Thursday apologized to its
customers for slowing down performance of older iPhone
models and said it would discount replacement batteries
for some of its handsets. The move by Apple responded to
an uproar from iPhone users-and a series of lawsuits-after
news of the battery problems stoked concerns the compa-
ny was unfairly nudging consumers to upgrade.

“We know that some of you feel Apple has let you down.
We apologize,” Apple said in a message to customers on its
website. “We’ve always wanted our customers to be able to
use their iPhones as long as
possible. We’re proud that
Apple products are known for
their durability, and for hold-
ing their value longer than our
competitors’ devices.” Apple
said it was reducing the price
of an out-of-warranty iPhone
battery replacement from $79
to $29 for anyone with an
iPhone 6 or later whose bat-
tery needs to be replaced,
starting in late January
through December 2018.

Software update 
The company said it also would issue a software update

to make it easier for customers to see if an aging battery is
affecting performance. “As always, our team is working on
ways to make the user experience even better, including
improving how we manage performance and avoid unex-
pected shutdowns as batteries age,” the statement said.
The controversy erupted last week after Apple acknowl-
edged a feature to “smooth out” spikes in demand for pow-
er to prevent iPhone 6 models from shutting down due to

the cold or weak batteries.
Rumors had persisted for years at tech news websites

devoted to Apple products and among fans of the compa-
ny’s products that iPhone performance was being intention-
ally slowed, perhaps to push users to buy newer models.
Apple’s latest statement said that “we have never-and would
never-do anything to intentionally shorten the life of any
Apple product, or degrade the user experience to drive
customer upgrades.” 

But it noted that “batteries are consumable components
that become less effective as
they chemically age” and that
factors such as heat can affect
performance. Apple said a
software update last year
“manages the maximum per-
formance of some system
components when needed to
prevent a shutdown” and that
“in some cases users may
experience longer launch
times for apps and other
reductions in performance.”

‘Security, efficiency’
In related news, Apple’s board has instructed chief

executive Tim Cook to use only private aircraft “in
the interests of security and efficiency” at the world’s
most valuable company, regulatory documents show.
A filing with securities regulators this week said the
board determined that its CEO must use private air-
craft for “all business and personal travel.”

The policy was implemented in 2017 “in the inter-
ests of security and efficiency based on our global
profile and the highly visible nature of Mr Cook’s role

as CEO.” The filing noted that the value of the private
flights is calculated as “imputed taxable income”
which is not reimbursed by Apple. The filing showed
Cook received some $12.8 million in compensation for
2017, including a salary of $3 million and incentive
awards.

Cook took home far less than other top Apple
executives including chief  f inancial  off icer Luca

Maestri and senior vice president Angela Ahrendts,
who received some $24 mi l l ion for the year. Yet
Cook’s previous stock awards vested in 2017 were
worth an additional $89 million for the CEO, accord-
ing to the filing with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. The market capitalization for the iPhone
maker has been hovering around $900 billion and is
up nearly 50 percent for the year. —AFP

PASADENA, California: The iPhone 6 and 6 Plus on display at the Apple store. —AFP

Epson face French 
legal pressure over 
planned obsolescence
PARIS: French prosecutors have launched a probe into
Japanese printer maker Epson for alleged planned obsoles-
cence in its products, using landmark consumer legislation
that campaigners hope to turn against Apple as well. The
investigation, confirmed to AFP by a legal source on
Thursday, was opened in November and is being led by
anti-trust and consumer protection specialists in the French
economy ministry under the instruction of prosecutors in
the Nanterre suburb of Paris.

It comes after a complaint by the association Stop
Planned Obsolescence (HOP or Halte a l’Obsolescence
Programmee) which filed a case against printer makers
Epson, HP, Brother and Canon in September alleging they
were tricking consumers into replacing ink cartridges
before they were empty. The group filed a separate com-
plaint on Wednesday against Apple after the US tech giant
admitted earlier this month that it intentionally slowed
down older models of its iPhones over time. Reacting to
news of the Epson probe, the pro-recycling association
called it “very good news.” 

“For the first time in France and to our knowledge in the
world, judicial authorities of a country have taken up a case
of planned obsolescence,” HOP lawyer Emile Meunier told
AFP. Planned obsolescence is a widely criticised commer-
cial practice in which manufacturers build in the expiry of
their products so that consumers will be forced to replace
them. It is decried by consumer groups as being unethical
and is suspected of being particularly prevalent in the elec-
tronics industry, which produces mountains of unrecyclable
waste each year. 

‘Hamon’s law’ 
To tackle the problem, France passed landmark legisla-

tion in 2015 known as “Hamon’s law” which made the prac-
tice illegal and-in theory-obliged retailers to say whether
replacement parts were available. The law, named after for-
mer Socialist minister Benoit Hamon, stipulates that a com-
pany found to be deliberately shortening the life of its
products can be fined up to five percent of its annual sales
while executives can face up to two years in jail. 

The Epson case-if the initial legal inquiry finds enough
evidence for a trial-could lead to the first prosecution for
the crime, which some lawyers have warned will be difficult
to prove in court. The company did not comment on the

legal probe when contacted by AFP on Thursday. HOP filed
its complaint against the printer manufacturers because of
techniques allegedly used by them to force users to change
their ink cartridges before they were empty.

Printer companies earn far higher margins on replace-
ment cartridges than on printers, which are often sold
cheaply. Pointing to thousands of complaints online, HOP
said that many printers stopped working when ink levels
were shown as too low and also said other components
were wrongly flagged as needing replacement.

Earlier this month, Apple confirmed what critics had
suspected for years: that it intentionally slows performance
of older iPhones as their batteries weaken with age. The
company said this was to extend the performance of the
phone, which uses less power when running at slower
speeds, and was to prevent unexpected shutdowns due to a
low battery charge.

It denied incorporating planned obsolescence-but
Thursday issued an apology for slowing down performance

of older models and said it would discount replacement
batteries for some handsets. “We know that some of you
feel Apple has let you down. We apologize,” Apple said in a
message to customers on its website. “We’ve always want-
ed our customers to be able to use their iPhones as long as
possible. We’re proud that Apple products are known for
their durability, and for holding their value longer than our
competitors’ devices.”

Critics accused Apple of nudging iPhone users to
upgrade to newer models by letting them think it was the
handsets that needed replacing, rather than just the bat-
tery. “Apple has put in place a global program of planned
obsolescence with a view to increasing its sales,” the
HOP association said in a statement issued on
Wednesday.  It believes Apple could be liable for a fine in
line with the value of all of its iPhone sales in France
since Hamon’s law came into force on August 17, 2015.
The California-based group also faces a class-action suit
in the United States. —AFP

SINGAPORE: File photo shows a shop assistant arranging boxes of Epson printers and scanners at a computer
mall. —AFP

We live in a world that is networked together, where companies rely
on networked systems and their data is stored in the cloud. The year
2018 will bring more connectivity, digital transformation initiatives, and
data to companies, along with a number of new cybersecurity threats
and landscape changes making cybersecurity one of the most crucial
issues that need to be addressed in the present scenario.

Let’s just take a quick look to what we witnessed in 2017. This
year incidents like WannaCry and Netya illustrate, our adversaries
are becoming more and more creative in how they architect their
attacks. But in the end, it’s more about who has not been breached vs
who is the latest. The world of cybersecurity witnessed changes fre-
quently with security experts trying to gain know-how about what is
happening and how they can mitigate it.  The universal fact is that we
have to accept that we can’t protect everything, but we can find a
way to control what matters the most. 2018 will be a year where
security will become part of the fabric in how we work. Below are my
cybersecurity predictions that I believe will continue to impact the
technology industry in 2018. 

1. Shift in focus from protection to prevention
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, so the saying

goes. Historically IT organizations focused heavily on perimeter net-
work security to protect their networks from cyberattacks. Protection
at the perimeter edge works well for data moving toward the protect-
ed assets. However, recent breaches have shown that perimeter securi-
ty alone isn’t sufficient to combat advanced persistent threats.  By
focusing on more proactive and offensive approaches, rather than
strictly defensive, that help detect and respond to possible threats
rather than react, it is possible to stop threats before they expose the

organization to risk. Your security setup will need to focus on detec-
tion, response, and remediation. That’s where the cybersecurity fight is
today. In the future it will most likely move to prediction of what’s
coming before anything happens.

2. More IoT attacks will be motivated by financial gain 
It’s only a matter of time before every house and company is con-

nected through the Internet of Things (IoT). We predict that as many
as 1 million new connections per hour will be added to the internet by
2020 expanding the attack surface and making IoT vulnerabilities
more critical and more dangerous. IoT will move from being seen as a
massive security risk in the enterprise, to a critical part of an
Enterprise’s security posture. To meet the security challenges of the
IoT-an attack surface that is both growing rapidly and becoming
increasingly difficult to monitor and manage, a proactive and dynamic
approach to security, and a layered defense strategy, are the keys to
protecting IoT devices from infection and attack-or at least, mitigating
the impact when some are inevitably compromised by adversaries.

3. Continued growth in the use of 
cyber-extortion tools

Unfortunately, ransomware attacks will almost certainly become
more pervasive and varied during 2018. Some attacks will adhere to
the brute-force model of infect, lock and extort, while others will be
more sophisticated. Evolutions in ransomware, such as the growth of
Ransomware-as-a-Service, will make it easier for criminals, regardless
of skill set, to carry out these attacks. It turns out that ransomware
generated a lot of cash for criminals, an estimated $1 billion in 2016.  In
the future, ransomware will not merely target individual users, but also

target entire networks. Given that ransomware can penetrate organi-
zations in multiple ways, reducing the risk of ransomware infections
requires a portfolio-based approach, rather than a single product.
Often, victims of ransomware choose to pay the ransom, because they
have no other means by which to restore their systems and data. Don’t
pay the ransom. Create strong plans for system and data recovery as
soon as possible, including backing up all systems daily.

4. Many enterprises will give 
priority to cloud security 

More applications and servers are moving to the cloud to take
advantage of cost savings,scalability, and accessibility. As a result of
this, cloud environments will be a potential target of security breach-
es. Cloud is a journey and cloud security must be a driver, not an
afterthought. According to the Cisco 2017 Midyear Cybersecurity
Report hackers recognise that they can infiltrate connected systems
faster by breaching cloud systems and we expect more problems
related to cloud security arise in 2018. Cloud computing security is
best executed in a phased approach matching the value of the cloud
workload to the bad guys’ motivation. When it comes to cloud, secu-
rity experts will need to decide who they can trust and who they
can’t and enterprises will need to develop security guidelines for pri-
vate and public cloud use and utilize a cloud decision model to apply
limitations to cloud risks.

5. Increased automation in 
cybersecurity response

Humans are incapable of keeping up with the sheer volume of
incoming threats, but their ability to make quick and highly-impactful

decisions to manually address such
an attack is equally inefficient. As
our industry faces a talent crisis,
automation, machine learning and
AI will be critical in ensuring pro-
tection, becoming a powerful and
effective component of cyber
security incident response.
Attaining full visibility into net-
works is key to stopping hackers,
or machines, in their tracks and
machine learning can help here by
understanding the behaviour of
devices, including IoT devices, on
the network and identifying ‘soft
spots’ on the network that are just
waiting to be breached. In 2018
machine learning and artificial
intelligence will undoubtedly be integral to the future the cybersecuri-
ty landscape.

The bottom line is that there is no silver bullet. We are facing a new
frontier of innovation and can only seize the opportunity if security
capabilities are built to support new ventures. We need more trained
professionals, as well as smarter tools that make cybersecurity more
effective - for both businesses and their consumers. Cybersecurity is
our shared responsibility. Because we all have a say in our business
and technology, we must also view security as an inherently essential
part of our organization’s purpose and strategy.  - Scott Manson,
Cybersecurity Lead - Middle East and Africa, Cisco
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